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              Mike F | Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

              Parque Rincón de Luna, A great mountain escape in Argentina!


              I took my stepson on his first international stag hunt and we thoroughly enjoyed the Rincon de Luna experience. The hosts, guide and staff were a delight, complemented with warm Argentine..
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              Chris C | Houston, Texas

              Parque Rincon de Luna Hunting Lodge


              Very beautiful, remote mountain location. Hosts and staff were most gracious. Principally due to weather issues my hunting success unfortunately suffered, principally a lack of game spotted..
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              Don C | Algonquin, Illinois

              Parque Rincón de Luna!

              My wife and I stayed at the lodge in mid-May 2015. The people, lodge, hunting and food & wine were all outstanding. Jesus, Santiago, Louise, Flavia, Oswaldo and Rodrigo all worked very diligently..
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              Carl C | Portland, Oregón

              Special people, special place

              My daughter and I hunted with Rodrigo, Santiago and Oswaldo. They were outstanding. We got a very nice trophy red stag "Ciero" and a nice fallow. We thoroughly enjoyed the trip, the staff..
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          Hunting surrounded with huge mountains, deep ravines and hidden valleys makes for a fair chase hunt.
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          Countless jumps, pools and cold water of our rivers create a perfect environment for the rainbow and brook trout.
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          For a greater experience of Argentina, Rincon de Luna suggests and offers upgrades for your hunting experience.
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